INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY w x
Extreme points of the unit ball of Lebesgue᎐Bochner spaces 9 have w x w x w x been studied by Sundaresan 39 , Johnson 24 , and Greim 14 . After the w x w x w x work of Johnson 25 and Greim 15, 16 , recently Hu and Lin 21 have succeeded in characterizing strongly exposed points of the ball. I study here the same problem for the intermediate notion of an exposed point which w x Ž . goes back to Straszewicz 38 see Section 1 for definitions , and I do so also for Hardy᎐Bochner spaces.
Let X be a Banach space and exp B the set of exposed points of the X unit ball B , obviously contained in the unit sphere S . Let be a X X w x -finite measure. Adopting the terminology of Smith 37, p. 157 , for f g S p to belong to exp B p the ''natural condition'' would be
Ž . 5 Ž .5 Ž . Ž. Ž . f t g f t exp B a.e. 1 -p -ϱ , resp. f t g exp B a.e. p s ϱ X X Ž . the case p s 1 is trivial; see 1.12 .
Ž . The natural condition is sufficient if X is separable and reflexive 2.3 . ŽNote that in the realm of separable reflexive spaces X the notions of w x . exposed and strongly exposed points of B do not coincide 30, p. 145 .
X
The proof is an application of the Jankov᎐von Neumann measurable Ž . Ž . se le ction theorem 1.5. Sufficiency also holds if X is an AL space 2.1 , or Ž . an AM space, or smooth 2.3 . If in the ''natural condition'' the set exp B X Ä is replaced by the smaller set x g exp B : x is exposed by e¨ery support X 4 functional then the resulting stronger condition is sufficient for arbitrary X Ž . Ž 2.4 . Geometrically, the exposed points of this special type can be characterized as those points of S which are not the end point of a line . segment contained in S . This time, the proof utilizes the Graf᎐Talagrand X measurable selection theorem 1.6 which seems to have gone unnoticed in this context. Ž The natural condition is necessary if p s ϱ, only for f to be exposed by . Ž. an integral functional; see 1.9 if X is separable and reflexive 2.7 , or if X is only separable but is a regular Borel measure on a locally compact Ž X . space 2.7 . Obviously, the proof of this is influenced by Johnson's paper w x 24 .
In particular, for 1 -p -ϱ and X separable and reflexive, the natural condition characterizes exp B p . I was informed by the referee that
this result is also contained in Theorem 11 of the forthcoming paper by Hu w x w x and Lin 22 . Their proof is different. In a very recent note 20 Hu modified this proof, obtaining the necessity of the natural condition for separable X and arbitrary . p Ž . Turning to the case of Hardy᎐Bochner spaces ‫ވ‬ X in Section 3, the analogous theorems about sufficiency hold, where f is only supposed to Ž . Ž . satisfy the relevant condition on a set of positive measure 3.3 , 3.4 . The reason for this behaviour, as well as for the fact that no exposedness of the Ž . values of f is necessary for f to be exposed 3.7 , is the identity theorem 3.1. For p s ϱ, the material of 3.4, 3.5, and 3.7 is contained in the author's w x habilitation thesis 18 .
In the appendix, independent of the rest of the paper, I give a complete proof of the result that B ϱ has no strongly exposed point. If X s ‫,ރ‬ a ‫ވ‬ Ž X . w x proof has been sketched by Pełczynski 32 , p. 42 working with peak sets iń the spectrum of L ϱ . For the vector case, I had to transfer the idea to the circle, simultaneously filling in the details which I found quite appealing.
PRELIMINARIES

Ž . a Geometry of the Unit Sphere
Ä 4
Let X / 0 be a real or complex Banach space with unit ball B ,
A is norm closed.
Ž . b Measurable Selection Theorems
Ž . w x I use here the excellent survey with proofs of Graf 13 
. Let T, ⌺, be a -finite measure space, 1 F q F ϱ, and X a Banach space over ‫.ދ‬ 1.7. DEFINITIONS AND REMARKS. 1. g: T ª X X is weak U -measura-
Ž . a.e. and the inequality may be strict. However, if g is strongly -mea-
From now on, the letter will often be omitted q from notation. 
This follows from a more general consideration:
From now on let T, ⌺, be a -finite measure space.
1.12. The case p s 1. This is easily settled:
then f is of the form
w x given with x g S 39, Proposition 1 . Now both implications follow from
On the other hand, even in the scalar case ''there is no good characteriw xŽ w x .
1 zation of the exposed points of B '' 12, p. 159 see 40 , however . From
a Sufficient Conditions w x w The following basic lemma is the analogue of 25, Theorem 1 , cf. also 6,
Ž . Ž . ble with g t g Exp f t a.e. Choose and fix a measurable, e¨erywhere positi¨e function u on T with Hu
X member of the unit sphere of L X , X ; L X which exposes f.
. From this relation it follows that g s 1 hence g s f and 
each of the following cases:
i X separable and reflexi¨e
Ž .
ii X smooth
Proof. In each case there exists a selection s: exp B ª S X of Exp, and there is nothing to prove. Suppose that K supports a probability m,
superscripts denote completion . As a -finite measure,
is equivalent to a finite measure. The latter also holds for ( f y1 , so that conclude that g is measurable Ý to ᑜ U , in particular g is weak < <. q < < < < . y e g B so that x F e if e g ext B , the case of an arbitrary AM X X space is settled. 
THEOREM. Let X be an arbitrary Banach space and f
measurable Ý to ᑜ and the proof finishes as before. 
X s x and s x , x s 1 s s x , x ᭙x g A.
. has closed graph. By 24, Lemma 1 , the correspondence A, w ª U Ž . '' 37, p. 157 f t g f t exp B a. X q f t r f t g exp B a.e. on T . Let g g S 1rp q 1rq s 1 expose
< <Ž . f. It follows that g t / 0 a.e. on T . After 1.9, I can assume that Let g t [ g t r g t , defined a.e. on T .
1 f Ž . The usual string of inequalities see iii in the proof of 2.1 yields ² : < < < < Ž . Ž . Ž . f, g s f g a.e., so g t supports f t a.e. on T . I claim that g t
Ž . exposes f t a.e. on T . Suppose not, then there exists a set T g Ý ,
Now in the case of 2.7, B s S _ sm B is Borel norm s weak after 
Ž . f t s g t for t g T , and f t [ f t for t g T _ T . These functions
are measurable Ý to ᑜ and f t s f t for all t, hence Pettis
f n s 0 4 ᭙n -0 be the subspace of functions of ''analytic type.'' The theory of exposed points in this Hardy᎐Bochner space is governed by the following vector-valued identity theorem, a trivial consequence of its scalar counterw x part 34, 17.18 : Proof. As for 2.4, with the same modifications as above.
Of course, the Remarks of 2.4 apply mutatis mutandis. In particular, if 5 Ž .5 ϱ X is strictly convex, f g S , f t s 1 on a set of positive measure,
then f g exp B ϱ , exposed by an integral functional. In the scalar case
w x this is due to Fisher 11 . Ž there exists a g g L X , X of unit norm representing . Actually, e¨ery ϱ Ž . norm-preserving extension of over L X is again integral, by Gleason w x . < ² :< and Whitney, see 18, Theorem 2.4; 19, 2.6 . Then the relations f, g F < < < < < < ² : and H f, g d s 1 s H g d imply f, g s g a.e . By < <Ž . 5 Ž .5 1.9 I assume w.l.o.g. that g t s g t a.e. Since g / 0, this entails ² Ž . Ž . 5 Ž .5: 5 Ž .5 f t , g t r g t s 1 on a set of positive measure, hence f t s 1 on this set. 
Ž . b Necessary Conditions; Counterexamples
To see that f is an exposed point of B 1 -p F ϱ, exposed by an
Then g t g Supp f t a.e. on T. Let g : T ª X be defined 1 2 as in Lemma 3.
2. An inspection of its proof reveals that this last Supp relation suffices to conclude that g X g Supp f, and that if also f g d s1 then f s f s 1 a.e. and f t , g t s 1 a. Write
by Pettis' theorem , f e s 1 a.e., and f e f n ng‫ގ‬ 0
L l , and proceed as before to prove that g exposes f 1 -p F ϱ . has no strongly exposed point.
w In the scalar case, a sketch of proof has been given by Pełczynski 32,  x p. 42 , working via Gel'fand transform with peak sets in the spectrum ⌬ of ϱ Ž . L . This technique is not available in the vector-valued situation, ϱ Ž . Ž . because L ; X cannot be identified with C ⌬; X . So the proof of A.1 to follow consists of simultaneously filling in the details into Pełczynski'ś sketch and transferring it to the circle T.
X concentrated on sets of arbitrarily small measure. Every g L X is the Ž . sum of an integral see 1.9 and a singular functional.
Ž . Remark. ii does not follow from i alone, even if E is contained in a < < Ž . non-tangential approach region at 1 given by F c 1 y r , c ) 
E nªϱ
To establish limF 1, note first that by a simple geometric consideration, if
' z s rF1 y r 3 r n ª 0n ª ϱ . The assertion follows. has no strongly exposed point.
